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Abstract: Let H be an n x n unitary right Hessenberg matrix with positive subdiagonal elements. Using what we call 
the Schur parameterization of H, we show how one step of the shifted QR algorithm for H can be carried out in O(n) 
arithmetic operations. Coupled with the shift strategy of Eberlein and Huang [3], this will permit computation of the 
spectrum of H, to machine precision, in O(n*) operations. One potential application is the computation of 
Gauss-SzegG quadrature formulas [12], given the associated Schur parameters [7]. The weights can also be computed, 
by direct analogy with [6]. 
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1. Schur parameterization 
We work with n X n unitary matrices 
Gk=Gk(yk), l<k<n. 
If k < n then G, is the identity matrix apart from the submatrix 
formed from rows and columns k and k + 1; G,, is the identity matrix apart from the submatrix 
Gn[ ;]= -Y,,. 
We have 
Matrices like G, are sometimes called Gioens matrices. For k < n and yk real (yk = yt) they have 
a geometric interpretation [S] as (very) elementary reflectors. 
The product 
N=H(y,, Yz,..., Y,) := GI(YI)GZ(YZ) -. . G,(Y,) (1) 
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is a unitary right Hessenberg matrix with nonnegative subdiagonal elements. If we put 
H=: [71,,J,=i yo:= 1, 
then we have 
/ -y,*- 
i 
1(J,o,+1 * + * a,-lY,, i<j, 
77 ‘,J 
= (3. 
J’ 
i=j+l, 
0, i>j+l. 
Conversely, if H E Q= nxn is a unitary right Hessenberg matrix with nonnegative subdiagonal 
elements, then it follows from elementary numerical linear algebra that H has a unique 
factorization of the form (1). The Schur parameters { yk } ; and complementary parameters { uk } 7 
can be computed from the elements of H by means of the stable 0( n2)-process: 
for j = 1, 2,. . . , n 
d,j = 771, J; 
for k = 1, 2,. . .) n - 1 
Yk = -fk.k, uk = qk+l,k> 
for j = k + 1, k + 2,. . . ) n 
4+l,j= ukd,j + Ykqk+l,j; 
y, = -q;.,, a, = 0. 
We call { yk})l the Schur parameters of H because of connections with Schur’s work [lo] on 
bounded analytic functions. In statistics they are called partial correlation coefficients and they 
are reflection coefficients in signal processing [2]. For numerical purposes (stability) it is essential 
to also retain the complementary parameters ( uk };-‘. This can be organized efficiently, as in 
[ll]. Such unitary matrices, G, and H, are ‘tools of the trade’ in numerical linear algebra [5]. We 
wish to compute the spectrum, X(H), of H [1,9,3,7]. 
The characteristic polynomials { I,L~( X)}: of the successive leading principal submatrices of H 
are the (manic) Szegij polynomials associated with H, or with the Schur sequence { yk};. A 
diversion, using elementary properties of determinants, shows that they satisfy the Szegii 
recurrence relations: 
+oGv = Jo(V = 1, 
for k= 1, 2, 3 ,..., n 
kk(x) = ++k-,(h) + Yk+k-lthh 
+kch) = +k-l@) + Yk*h+k-,(h). 
In this diversion the {13/,(h)}: enter as auxiliary polynomials. However, it follows by induction 
that 
$&) = xk$;(l/x), 
with the superscript C denoting conjugation of the coefficients of a polynomial. Note that 
Yk = +k(O). 
This accounts for the rather unusual notation for the Givens matrices. 
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If crk = 0 then / yk I= 1 and we have the direct sum decomposition 
H=H(y,, Y2,...,Yk)~H(Yk*Yk+lr...,Yk*Yn). 
Hence to find A(H) we can assume (theoretically) that uluz . . + a,_, > 0. In this case the Schur 
parameters of H can be read off from its top row and subdiagonal 
Yk = -)71.k/“,u2 “. uk-l. (2) 
2. The QR algorithm 
In this preparatory section we review some basic general facts about the QR algorithm [4]. Let 
HE cnxn be a right Hessenberg matrix with positive subdiagonal elements ur, uz, . . . , a,,_,, and 
let r E C. One step of the QR algorithm, with shift T, applied to H maybe described as follows. 
Factor 
H-rI=QR (3) 
with Q unitary and R right triangular with nonnegative diagonal elements pi, p2,. . . , P,,. Then 
Put 
2 := Q*HQ. 
Let 
Pk := e,*+ ,Qek 
be the k th element of the subdiagonal of Q. Comparing elements in (3) we see inductively that Q 
is a right Hessenberg matrix and that 
u,=&Pk, Pk>O, Pk’O, l<k<n. (4 
Hence Q has a factorization 
Q = Q,Qz - . . Qn 
with 
Qk = G&k), ]ak12 + p,‘= 1, p, :=O. 
From 
H=Q*(H-d)Q+d=RQ+d, 
we see that E is a right Hessenberg matrix with subdiagonal elements 
ak=Pk+,Pk ‘O, l<k<n--2, 
> 0, k=n-1. 
(5) 
We have 7 $ X(H) if and only if R is nonsingular, that is p,, > 0, or equivalently Z,,_i > 0. In 
this case Q and H are uniquely determined by H and T. If 7 E X(H) then Qi, Q2,. . . , Q,_, are 
uniquely determined by H and I-, but Q, = G,( (Y,,) is arbitrary, subject only to /a, I= 1. In this 
case e,*He,, = 7 and, if H is normal (H *H = HH *), then so is H and this gives He,, = e,r. 
Hence, if H is normal then E is always uniquely determined by H and 7. 
The unitary matrix Q, = G,(a,) is determined by 
(H-TI)e, = Qw, = Q,w,; 
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that is by 
This gives 
~~=sqrt(4+1~-7,(~), 
a1 = (7 -%)/Pi. 
Let 
Hk := Qk*H,c-lQk-1, Ho := H, Q, := I. 
The matrix HI is right Hessenberg. Suppose Hk is right Hessenberg (1 < k < n - 2). Then HkQk 
is right Hessenberg, apart from the positive element Pkuk+i in position (k + 2, k). Premultiplica- 
tion of HkQk by Qz,, to form Hk+l must create a zero in position (k + 2, k). For if 
6 := e* k+2 H,+lek it 0 then the later (unitary) transformations of Hk+l would lead to a matrix F 
with a nonnull vector below position (k + 1, k) in column k (of Euclidean length 16 I). Hence all 
matrices { Hk};j are right Hessenberg. It is also clear that 
e,*,,H,,,e,=a,, l<k<n. 
Let 
7rk+i := -4+,HkQkek/Pk, I< k< n. 
Then, for 1 < k G n - 2, the unitary matrix Qk+i = Gk+i( (~~+i) is determined by 
that is, in view of (5), by 
[ ;;;I = [ ;;JP,+i. 
Hence 
Pk+l = w( a/f+ 1 + bktl 1’)~ 
ak+l = 7Tk+1/Pk+l* 
These relations also hold for k = 0 if we put 
*1 :=7-q,_ 
The matrix Q, = G,,( (Y,,) is determined by 
(6) 
- rn - (y,P,, Icl,( =1, P,>O. 
Since u, = 0, (6) also holds for k = n - 1, except that if r,, = 0 then CY,, is arbitrary with 1 a,, I= 1. 
3. The QR algorithm for unitary Hessenberg matrices in Schur parametric form 
We now take 
H=H(y,, YZ~-~Y,,) 
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to be unitary. Then E is also unitary so 
H=H(Y,, %,...,V,) 
with 
I$j2+t-;31, 0, := 0. 
We shall show that the Schur parameters { yk}y and { 5k }y-’ may be computed from the Schur 
parameters { yk};, { uk}y-* and the shift 7 by the following O(n)-process: 
Algorithm UHQR 
“()=C?,=&=l, 
fork=l,2,3 ,..., n-l 
p,=sqrt(0,2+1701k-1+Yk~k--112), 
zk-1 = ,&pk, & = ak/pk, 
(Yk = (Tak-1 + Ykzk-l)/Pk, 
iii, = (i?k_, + y;7ak-1)/Pk, 
vk = ‘ykG’k* - ,8;yk&; 
p, =/r(Y,_1+ Y,&-,I, zn-1 =&-lPn, 
if p,>Othena,=(70L,-1+Y,~,-1)/Pn 
else a,, is arbitrary with 1 a,, 1 = 1; 
No ‘optimality’ is claimed for this form of the algorithm either with regard to operation counts 
or numerical stability. Variants are certainly possible. For instance, we also have 
Yk = Yk - P;(Yk+,T* - Yk-d 
with 
y():= 1. 
The relations, 
Ic/,tT> = PlP2 . . * Pkak, $kb-) = PlP2 . . ’ PkGk, 
with the SzegB polynomials are evident. 
Let 
w := sign 7 := 
l 
7/j+ TfO, 
1, 7= 0, 
so that 
7=(7/w, IWJ = 1. 
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Also put 
wk:= w,(w) 
:=H(-l,..., (-l)k-‘, (-l)tw,...,(-l)“w) 
=diag[J,l,_..,?, w,l,..., I]. 
k-l 
Our treatment is based on showing that 
Nk = H(y* )...) u&r, -o*q, -o*yk+ ,,..., -w*yn)wk 
with 
lqz + p&l’= 1. 
Note that (8) just means that the k th subdiagonal element of Hk is Pkr. The alternative 
for yk follows directly from algorithm UHQR, (8) and 1 yk I* + a,,f = 1. 
We briefly consider first the computationally uninteresting case of r = 0, for which 
(The Eberlein-Huang strategy neuer chooses a shift T = 0.) Algorithm UHQR gives 
c?~ = uk and ‘Yk = 1. Moreover we have 
Hk=G1’-.- Gk_lGk+l -.- G,, 
and the reader may check, as an exercise in the ‘calculus of Schur parameterizations’, 
holds with w = 1. Hence we may assume that 1 r I> 0. 
We have already established the recurrence relations for ( Pk } and { I?~ } . They imply 
P kOk+l = a,Pk+b l<k<n. 
Suppose n > 1. Since r1 = r + y1 we have from (6) that 
Put 
p1 = sqrt( 0: + 17 + y1 I’), 
5, := (1 + yl*T)/pt 
and use I y1 I* + of = 1 to obtain 
P 17 -&y, -iQ,y, . . . = 
02 -Y;Y3 ... 
= H(-o*i?i,*, -w*y2 ,..., -(~*y,)w,. 
Suppose (7) and (8) hold for k with 1 < k < n. Then 
e,*+rH&k[% ek+l] = [fik? -ckYk+l 
= [ -bk( 
(7) 
(8) 
formula 
H=H. 
4;k=Ykr 
that (7) 
that 
(9) 
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Hence 
Tk+l =7”k+yk+I&k 
and (6) shows that the recurrence relations of algorithm UHQR hold for Pk+r and ak+l. 
If k G n - 2 then 
Consequently 
e:+zHk+iek+i = e,*+,Q,*+,H,Q,e,+, 
= P k+lT + Qr?(ak+luk+l - Pk+lTk+l) 
= 
P k+lr- 
Hence the subdiagonal elements of Hk+,Wk~i are 
- 
(Ji,..., (s,, &+,lrj, uk+2?.**, un-,. 
This clearly also true for k = n - 1. 
Define Tk and Sk+_, as in algorithm UHQR. If k = n - 1 assume temporarily that r $ x(H) so 
that p, > 0 and Z,,_, > 0. Also note in this case that, since 1 y, I= 1, 
ci, := yn*a, = Y,*b%-1 + YdLlVpn 
= (&-1+ Y,*%-A/p,. 
The first row of Hk +l is the same as that of HkQk which in turn is the same as that of Hk, apart 
from 
e:Hk+,[ek, ek+l] =e?HkQk[ek, ek+l] 
-- 
= u1u2 . . ’ 6+l[ -yk, +;+l]- 01) 
Here we have used (5). From (9) the later elements of e:H,+, are 
-- -- 
u,uz . . * 5k_,pk7*uk+, * . . uj_lyj = u,u.2 . . * ckk&-1T*uk+2 '** u/-lYj. 
Since the subdiagonal elements of H,, IW,*, 1 are all positive, it follows from (2) that the Schur 
parameters of Hk+,Wk*+, are 
u ,,‘.., s/k, -ti*z;+i, -‘J?yk+l,..., -‘.?yn. 
Hence (7) and (8) are true with k increased by unity. In particular, 
H,, = H(y, ,..., Y,,-*, -ii;,*) = H(7, ,..., Yn_l, -a,*~,,). (12) 
Since 1 a, I= 1, 
H=H,Q,=H(y,,...,y,-l, Y,,>, 
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and so 
v, = Yn * (13) 
Finally, if 7 E h(H) then Z,,_ 1 = 0 and (11) holds for k = n - 1. Since ZIZz . . . O,_ 2 > 0, (2) 
still determines the penultimate schur parameter of H,,W,* as yn_,. The (n, n) element, - ~,*_,I~,,, 
of E is equal to that of H,,_ ,Q,_, which, by (lo), is - u,*_ 1y,,. Since ( 7, _ 1 ( = 1 we see that (13) is 
true in general. Choosing 6, := ~,*a,, in this case simply insures that (12) holds in general. 
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